
Session 1: 
Power and technology: 

The digital food chain



What do we mean when we talk of digitalization of agri food 
systems?

The application of digital tools, strategies 
and business models to food and 

agriculture, especially the agrifood value 
chain.



The application of digital tools, 
strategies and business models to food 
and agriculture, especially the agrifood

value chain.



Some Definitions:

Data:    Computer-readable form  of information

Big Data:  Computational Tools to analyse 
extremely large data sets to reveal patterns, 
trends, and associations. 



Automated decision-making 
(Artificial Intelligence or “AI”) : 

Aka. “machine learning” or “deep learning” .

Use of algorithms  and “neural networks” that sort 
data to identify and ‘learn’ patterns and make 
predictions for automated decision-making.



The application of digital tools, 
strategies and business models to food 
and agriculture, especially the agrifood

value chain.
Examples:  drones and robots, data-driven farming advice platforms, smart 

contracts, food delivery and online grocery shopping.

These in turn rely on widespread data sensors, data networks . blockchains



Biodigital: where big data and artificial intelligence 
tools enable biology to be manipulated. 



The application of digital tools, strategies 
and business models to food and 

agriculture, especially the agrifood value 
chain.



The Digital Agri-Food Value Chain.



The application of digital tools, strategies 
and business models to food and 

agriculture, especially the agrifood value 
chain.

Digital capitalism, informational capitalism, data colonialism, 
surveillance capitalism, 4th Industrial revolution

- also: Internet of things,  Web 3.0





Trend 1: Major agribusiness players transforming 
themselves into data/digital players:

“I could easily see us in the next five or 10 years being an information 
technology company,” Rob Fraley. CTO Monsanto (2013)

“We are transforming from a machinery company into a smart technology 
company,” - Martin Kremmer, director ETIC, John Deere European Technology 
Center.

: “Before, we sold pesticides, seeds and fertiliser. Now we’re a farm 
services company – we sell service and technology…” - Mao Feng, chief 
brand manager for Syngenta Group’s MAP 



Trend 2 : Major 
tech titans 
stepping 
aggressively into 
food & agriculture: 
Amazon, 
Microsoft, Alibaba, 
Google, IBM…









Data is the new oil

Surveillance Capitalism

Digital twins,  Control loops and Nudges





Genomic data

Agronomic data

Nutrient data

Chemical data

Weather data

Soil data

agrobiodiversity data

Harvest data

Pest data
Moisture data

Microbial data
Input cost data

Land data

Logistics data

Energy data

Food safety data

Commodity 
price data

Traffic data

Production data

sales data
Consumer trends data

nutrigenomic data

Waste data





datafication allows subjects to be 
both tracked (surveillance) and 

become tractable (manipulated).



• Tristan Harris explains how video service 
youtube worked to retain users: “[I]n the 
moment you hit play, it wakes up an avatar, 
a voodoo doll- like version of you inside of a 
Google server. And that avatar, based on all 
the clicks and likes and everything you ever 
made “those are like your hair clippings and 
toenail clippings and nail filings that make 
the avatar look and act more and more like 
you so that inside of a Google server they 
can simulate more and more possibilities 
about if I prick you with this video, if I prick 
you with this video, how long would you 
stay?"

Digital Twins – “Digital Voodoo Dolls”



• Cybernetics: the study of 
communications and controls of 
any system by using technology. 
Comes from the greek word 
meaning “The art of steering”

• Control Loop: a self correcting  
system which senses, analyses, 
decision-makes and adjustment 
and then actuates towards a goal



Bayer Climate Field View 
has over half of Digital 
Agriculture Platform 
market
180 million acres  - 23 
countries - 70 partners –
87.5 billion data points



Lock –Ins…

Rather than pay a flat rate for seeds or agrichemicals, the 
program sells products based on a performance 
guarantee, such as a specific crop yield or level of weed 
reduction. If the product doesn’t deliver, Bayer will 
refund part of the cost. But if the product exceeds 
expectations, Bayer will take a portion of farmers’ 
additional profits, perhaps as much as 50%, according to 
one report.

https://www.agriculture.com/news/business/bayer-moves-ahead-with-outcome-based-pricing-model


• “A nudge, as we will use the term, is any aspect of the choice architecture that alters people's 
behavior in a predictable way.” – Thaler and Sunstein

• A nudge makes it more likely that an individual will make a particular choice, or behave in a 
particular way, by altering the environment so that automatic cognitive processes are triggered to 
favour the desired outcome.

• HYPERNUDGE:  Nudge strategies  targeted to the individual based on data / AI analysis.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Choice_architecture
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cognitive_processes


Role of the State  <to be designed>



Trend : A common thread 
throughout the full agrifood
digitalization push end to end 
is climate narratives - that 
digital ag will sequester 
carbon, that biodigtal design 
will create climate smart 
seeds and breeds, that 
digitalization will shorten 
supply chains and design 
plant-based, supposedly low 
carbon, foods



What Bayer says to Investors:





Data = Electrons = Energy   (+ Data Infrastructure ) 





Farm Data is VERY  Big (and energy hungry) Data
IBM estimates that PA [precision agriculture] generates 500,000 data points per farm 
each day.

It has been estimated that up to 7GB of data per acre may be collected . Looking at the 
93 million acres of corn in the United States  that is 651 petabytes of data – equal to 
more than 145 million DVD’s of data annually - just for US Corn.

Internet uses average of about 5 kWh to support the utilization of every GB of data, 
which equates to about $0.51 of energy costs. Only 38% of those costs are borne by the 
end-user, while the remaining costs are thinly spread over the global Internet through 
which the data travels; 

So 3.33 billion KwH of energy to collect corn data in USA alone (ie 3.3TWh) 
US Corn Data = about electricity use of Senegal   
(add Soy? Cotton? Canola? Wheat? Canada? Rest of World etc)



The Digital Agri-Food Value Chain.



1. Biodigital Breeding and Genetics .. 
Synthetic Biology, Gene Editing Digital DNA



“Zymergen’s algorithms suggest making 1,000 or so changes 
to the microbe’s genetic material . Then the robots take over, 
injecting the suggested DNA snippets into the specimens, 
testing their properties, collecting data and feeding that 
information back into the data trove.”  - Bloomberg



2. The Digital Greenhouse/ vertical farms 





3. Ag 4.0: Digital Farming





“They are basically in a race 
to gather as many total acres 

of data, ingest it into the 
system, 

They know if they’ve got it, 
they’re in control.

It’s a giant land grab.”

Steve Crubbage - Farmobile



Bayer’s FieldCatcher is an artificial intelligence app that enables farmers to use smartphone images to identify 
weeds, pests, and diseases. “By using image recognition, we provide farmers with access to a virtual agronomist 
that helps with the often difficult task to identify the cause of crop issues.”



“Mental mechanization of labor has been going on for decades—
essentially seeing workers as robots and demanding higher and higher 
productivity with less and less regard to their human condition. So for 
them to flip the switch into actual robots is hardly a groundbreaking

decision. It’s just the next phase in the process.”

Greg Asbed, of the Coalition of Immokalee Workers,





4. Digital livestock farming





4. Digital Grain and Commodity Traders









5. Digital Food Processing and Production





6. Logistics internets, digital distribution





• introduction of robots means production quotas for 
workers in the warehouses have increased, putting more 
strain on the workers and increasing the injury rate.

• One worker in a warehouse with robots said workers 
previously were expected to process 100 items an hour 
but that the number rose to 400 after robots were 
introduced.

• workers said the robots ferrying items through the 
warehouse meant they were now confined to 
workstations, standing still and repeating monotonous 
tasks.

• Internal documents show that facilities with the robots 
have injury rates about 50% higher than those without,

Lessons from other industries…



7. Digital Grocery





8. Digital Food Delivery





9. The Digital Food Consumer





Three Existential 
questions for a digitally 
dependent food system.



1. What if it is 
hacked or the 
internet goes 

down?



2. What if it goes unexplainably wrong? 



3. How does this square 
with Food Sovereignty?, 
Climate justice? Digital 
Justice?




